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Annotatsiya. Bu maqola talabalarning madaniy kelib chiqishi ularning akademik 

ilm olishiga qanday ta’sir ko’rsata olishi haqida mulohaza yuritadi va talabalarning 

madaniyati, kelib chiqishi va ta’limiga doir adabiyotlarni ko’rib chiqadi. Shuningdek, 

o’qituvchilar va ta’lim beruvchilar orasida mavjud bo’lgan akademik muammolar 

haqida ya’ni ularning ta’lim sohasida talabalarning ijtimoiy-madaniyati katta ahamiyatga 

ega ekanligini anglamayotganligi haqida so’z yuritadi. 

Ba’zi izlanuvchilar fikricha, talabalarning ijtimoiy madaniyatini inobatga olmaslik 

ta’lim samaradorligini pasaytiradi, chunki ijtimoiy madaniyat ta’lim beruvchilar 

ahamiyat qaratishi kerak bo’lgan muhim omillardan biridir. Bu maqola talabalarning 

ijtimoiy madaniyatining ularning akademik o’zlashtirishiga bo’lgan ta’sirini ta’lim 

beruvchilar inobatga olishini nazarda tutadi. 

Kalit so’zlar: madaniy kelib chiqish, ta’lim sifati, madaniy ta’sir, akademik 

muhit, tadqiqotchilar qarashlari. 

Аннотация. Данная статья рассматривает культурного происхождения на 

академическую успеваемость. Также, статья анализирует литературу касательно 

связи и обучения. Кроме того, автор подчёркивает. 

В этой статье обсуждается влияние культуры на академическое обучение 

студентов, и приводится обзор литературы, посвященной культуре и обучению.  В 

ней также говорится об академических проблемах, существующих среди 

преподавателей, что они не осознают значение культуры для обучения 

обучающихся.  Подходы исследователей к этому противоречивые.  Некоторые 

считают, что незнание культуры может замедлить прогресс в учебе, поскольку 

культура - один из важнейших факторов, которые учителя должны знать.  В этой 

статье автор предлагает учителям это учитывать. 

Ключевые слова: культура, качество обучения, культурное влияние, 

академический контекст, подходы исследователей. 

Abstract. This article discusses how culture can affect academic learning of the 

students and reviews literature regarding culture and learning. It further states the 

academic issues existing among teachers and educators that they are not realizing the 

significance of culture on the students’ learning. Some researchers consider that 

ignorance of culture can make learning progress slow as culture is one of the essential 

factors teachers should know. This article suggests that teachers should consider it. 

Keywords: culture, educational quality, cultural influence, academic context, 

researchers’ approaches.       
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Introduction. Culture general is the outstanding values and beliefs that have a 

more significant impact on how a decision is made. In each learning area, stands a 

culture that influences the other components. Unfortunately, culture in many regions is 

always taken for granted and not given attention by both the learners and teachers. In 

every faculty, teacher and instructor, they should pay attention to the cultural factors 

because this will directly influence the sober decision on other components of learning. 

Most of the time educators mind is crossed with diversity in any learning area, and their 

thought cannot escape culture as one of the features to consider. According to research, 

teachers never or rarely consider cultural factors when they are making their curriculum 

and also during the lesson development. They are not considering how culture will aid in 

the student's ability to participate and study.                             

Literature review. Culture’s importance in students’ learning has been 

emphasized by several researchers (Teng, 2007; Eilisha, 2007; Raymond & Choon, 

2017). Eilisha (2007) pointed out that students from different cultures have different 

learning styles, as their behaviors and identities can affect their knowledge. Raymond 

and Choon (2017) researched Asian and Chinese students and discovered that even 

though the Asian students, including Chinese students, seem silent in the classroom 

according to some researchers (Murphy, 1987; Hing, 2013), they are pro-active about 

asking questions and welcome class discussions. Moreover, Raymond and Choon (2017) 

identified cultural similarities in learning among students from different countries. 

According to their results, Chinese, South Korean, and Vietnamese students share 

similar learning styles based on teacher-centered learning, the high level of respect given 

to teachers, and implicit communication among students. These cultural patterns are also 

shown in the study of Kim and Ruzmetova (2019). They found similarities between the 

learning styles of students from the Philippines and Thailand. Meanwhile, students from 

Western countries, such as the UK, Australia, and the USA, showed different learning 

ways based on individualism.   

Kang and Chang (2016) also indicated that Confucius culture impacts students 

learning within a Western online learning context. In particular, Mainland China, 

Taiwan, Korea, Japan, and Singapore represent Confucius culture (Biggs, 1996). Kang 

and Chang (2016) mentioned that Confucius culture's impact on education is shown in 

the following perceptions: teachers are more than a lecturer; conflictive ways of learning 

are avoided, it is not an effective way of learning; academic achievement and education 

should be the focus of knowledge, with no attention given to pleasure. In contrast, 

students of Western cultures value individualism and personal freedom; individual 

interests are essential for students. All in all, Western teaching is based on collaboration-

based constructivism and the development of critical thinking (Palloff & Pratt, 2001).  

Pat (1994) presented many controversial approaches towards culture and learning 

style differences in the schools. For example, while one method shows people differ 

about whether educators should gain more detailed information about different cultural 

values and expectations, the other is opposite to this opinion. Another issue is whether 

the relationship between the culture-learning style affects student achievement or not. 
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The author also analyzes different views about how cultural identity and self-esteem are 

related, according to him. However, these questions remain open. He concludes that 

while attempting to accommodate the students' cultural and learning differences, it is 

most important to respect, profoundly, each person's uniqueness. 

Research methodology. All the studies conducted questionnaires or surveys 

related to culture or learning to assess the learners' learning patterns, techniques, 

interests, orientations, or cultural awareness. The findings demonstrate a secure 

connection between the preferences of culture and learning; this indicates that learners 

preferred learning strategies influences (Boykin et al., 2005; Charlesworth, 2008; Ellison, 

Boykin, Tyler, &Dillihunt, 2005 ;). Nevertheless, learning styles are not necessarily 

determined by membership in a racial group, as individuals develop these biases through 

awareness and lived experiences (Boykin et al., 2005). 

Main body of the research.  Almitra Berry-Jones, Ed. D. explains in his book 

“Cultural Relevance and Academic Equity in the Age of ESSA," that knowing the impact 

of culture, picking the onset-mindset of a student and also putting in mind a series of 

engagement with similar content always aid the teacher or instructor in realizing 

educational equality in their classroom. Berry further says that culture is not genetic, and 

in most cases, learners will have not less than three, i.e., domicile, peer, and school. 

Of such importance is communication as mostly the language and even though the 

behavior of every learner is not the same. In many cases, you find several students with 

the home language being divergent when they find going to school as being in a 

different world. An example is where you find a child at home being narrowed by 

visibility and not sound or hearing; such students find it very difficult to speak or even 

participate in-class activities. The teachers may also see some learners as rude or 

undisciplined while on the contrary, the issue is between home and school culture. 

It is essential for those delivering knowledge to the students to consider those 

students who are not in a position to speak the school's language. “The greater 

connection is between the poverty scale a student is brought up in and the educational 

success of the parents and language. In most cases, poverty creates a burden in 

development that influences a more significant population of kids who are not 

submissive to learning. There is a gap in feedback, as the interaction between these kids 

and adults have been negative. When such kids join the school, they are never in a 

position to understand the role a teacher is playing or how they will be able to start 

developing a healthy relationship with the teacher. There are some trusted ways on how 

an educator or a teacher can be in a position to address these gaps. Putting in mind that 

every school should be working towards ensuring that all learners are treated equally 

and being provided with what he or she needs to achieve or realize his or her goals” 

(Berry, A. L., & Brown, G. , 2013). 

All the instruction areas that impact the achievement gap and how to provide 

classes to different learning and cultural needs should be fully understood. Berry-Jones 

(2013) did come out with areas that are affected by the culture that can influence success. 

These areas are: 
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 Listening and speaking 

 Thinking 

 Reading 

 Writing  

For instance, at any moment, an approach is given on how students think the 

student's life experience should be a priority before the knowledge execution in the 

classroom.  You realize the community has influenced most of the things that run 

through their thought. She further advises in her book, that teachers are supposed to 

develop a pedagogy that entails culture that is self-based or sustaining, and these need 

known instruction and practice. Berry-Jones (2013) believe that the process to be taken 

is the need to train and provide outstanding feedback that will fully understand the 

escalation in their skills, teachers also required not to be rigid but rather be more open in 

learning any new idea or techniques that are associated with cultural factors. She further 

points out that it is worth it for the teachers or educators to provide consistency and be 

able to tolerate beyond any measure with the learners who are having challenges. 

The issue here is that most educators or teachers consider some students not ready 

to learn, not knowing some cultural influences give them a hard time during the learning 

process. Teachers must provide an avenue for students to talk openly about how they are 

viewing the world and be in the driving seat of their education. "We can push so much 

further, not by putting more and more information in front of them, but by…believing 

that they can do what we are asking them to do and stretching them and giving them 

opportunities through discussion," said Berry-Jones (2013). "Let them talk peer-to-peer 

about what they are seeing, what they are learning, what they are reading. Furthering 

that conversation is what keeps students interested and engaged in instruction. It is not 

our song and dance routine" (p. 125).  

There is a remarkable influence of culture in most, if not all, learning institutions. 

Each culture of a learner is crucial and should be understood fully. It is the educators' 

work to come in handy to understand all the cultural factors surrounding any learning 

sector (Kovacs, 2017). This is because any other components based in these schools are 

learning areas and are directly influenced by culture. It is by this virtue of understanding 

that a teacher will be in a position to assist the learners in achieving their dreams and 

become successful in their undertakings. Students should not be considered having 

weird behaviors or are being undisciplined, so the teacher should understand their 

cultural background and help them prosper. Equity in all learning areas should be as all 

learners should have the same treatment in their fields of study. This will also be 

achieved with the help of the teacher or educators during their delivery. Teachers are the 

key people to bridge the gap of cultural factors in the learning institution. They should 

be ready to adjust to any changes that can enhance their skills in doing so (Kovacs, 

2017). 

There is a dominant culture within every educational environment that influences 

all the other aspects. Religion is often forgotten or ignored in most learning 
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environments or even outside the learners' or even teachers' awareness. Bates (2019) 

explains why faculty and teachers should pay close attention to cultural factors to make 

conscious decisions about how to teach international students. He defines culture as "the 

dominant values and beliefs that influence decision-making” (p.305).The author states 

that every learning environment has a dominant culture. For example, in single-sex 

schools, the dominant value is "being a lady" or "developing boy's skills." He points out 

that changing the dominant culture is difficult, but the teacher should match his/her 

teaching techniques considering the learning environment in the classroom because 

cultural diversity can affect the learning environment in the class. 

An integrative analysis of research related to cultural notions of learning shows 

similar conclusions that knowledge is strongly mediated by the involvement of learners 

of their culture (Fischer, 2009; Gutierrez & Rogoff, 2003). This means that putting 

learners within culturally relevant contexts enables learning to occur naturally. Research 

exploring the culture and learning shows culture as the primary subject, and that culture 

is essential to the learner's learning habits, types, strategies, and experiences. Culture is 

expected to be crucial to learning. Such studies are guided by an interdisciplinary theory 

of socio-cultural, cooperative learning, cognition, perception, learning styles, and 

language learning. 

Conclusion. To sum up, individuals from different cultures learn differently. 

Their learning expectations are probably different. Students from some cultural 

backgrounds, for example, tend to study in collaboration with others, while the others 

preferred style is to work independently. This article suggests that teachers should gain 

awareness of the cultures portrayed in their classrooms and adapt lessons to optimize 

learning opportunities. The following strategies can help in this situation: 

- Bridge cultural differences through effective communication  

- Teach and talk to students about differences between individuals 

- Show how differences among the students make for better learning 

- Attend community events of the students and discuss the games with them.  

Each culture has a different educational system, and these systems affect students' 

learning styles. International students from different nationalities represent their cultures' 

ways of learning in a different academic context (Sheets, 1999).                                                 
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